Tradition – The future needs the past

1825

At the center of all events has always been the
cooperation of human beings.
Likewise the long history of the familyowned

company

Gontermann-Peipers

also proves that persistent success of a
company is possible greatly on the basis of a steady partnership between
customers, employees, and management.
Through six generations, this successfully practiced course made
Gontermann-Peipers the important
company it is today and remains in
force for the company’s objectives
in the future.
Innovative thinking and acting on
the basis of broad experience also
will continue to form our corporate
philosophy in the future and is our
way of appreciating tradition.
Thus for GP, tradition entails a commitment to progress.
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Products Made at Our Marienborn Plant
The GP product range encompasses a broad spectrum of work
rolls, backup rolls, and section rolls for steel and aluminium
rolling mills.

What sets GP’s manufacturing apart are special
casting processes and complex heat treatment. This is our way of ensuring outstanding rolling characteristics down to
the final diameter:

■

High wear resistance

■

Optimum performance behaviour

■

Constant hardness

■

Excellent resistance to fracture
and spalling.

Hot strip mill work rolls
Plate mill work rolls
Hot strip mill backup rolls
Plate mill backup rolls
Cold strip mill backup rolls
Slabbing mill rolls
Edging rolls
Section mill rolls

Roll Manufacturing at Our Marienborn Plant
Through signiﬁcant continual investment, we at GP ensure that
we always have the best available technology at our disposal.
The manufacturing process encompasses melting and
casting, heat treatment and machining.

GP Spincasting Process

GP Double Pour Steelcasting Process

Spincasting
The GP Spincasting process makes it possible to combine different materials for the roll shell and core, and
provides the prerequisites for very good material
characteristics.

Double Pour Steelcasting
The double pour steelcasting process developed by
GP permits casting of even particularly heavy rolls
with a ﬁnished weight of up to 300 tons and with
various types of steel for the roll shell and core.

GP Rolls in Use
Gontermann-Peipers draws its strength from efﬁcient
cooperation with its customers.
For this reason, GP gives top priority to optimizing
rolling processes in the customer‘s plant.

■

Expert consulting

■

High operational reliability

■

Increased resistance to wear

■

Improved surface

■

Increased economic efﬁciency

This is what the GP name stands for now
and in the future.

ThyssenKrupp Steel AG:
Set of backup rolls including chocks, ready for use

Photo: SMS Demag AG

Dillinger Hütte GTS: Expert assessment of the GP work and backup rolls in the roll workshop

Aluminium Norf GmbH: Expert assessment of the GP backup rolls in the roughing stand of hot strip line 2

Products Made at Our Hain Plant
The following categories of GP products are manufactured
at our plant in Hain:

Continuous casting
Round, ﬂat, and square bars with a dense,
ﬁne-grained structure
Centrifugal casting
Spincast bushings with very ﬁne structure
Hand molding
Products rich in tradition with precise
quality
Chill casting
Homogenous castings for many intended uses and applications
Lapping tools
For all machine models
Double poured rings
Rings for rolling mills in double
poured grade
Finishing
True to gauge and on time according to our customers’ standards.
■ Materials inspection in keeping
with requirements
■ Constant quality
■ Optimum surface
■ High density
■ Precise dimensions
■ Expert consulting
■ Environmentally responsible
manufacturing
■ High economic efﬁciency.

This is what the GP name stands
for now and in the future.

Lapping tools, ﬁnished and ready for installation
Continuous or chill cast hydraulic blocks,
machined by customer

Machine bed made from GP-hand-molding during ﬁnishing at the company WALDRICH SIEGEN Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH
Double poured ring for a rolling mill,
shrunk onto axle

Cylinder liners manufactured using the centrifugal casting
process and ready for installation

Products for compressors and vacuum pumps

Customer Relations
Without long-time business partners, the corporate history we
have to present today would be a much less successful one
Our corporate philosophy is

indeed. In the future too, we intend to offer solutions

oriented toward meeting increas-

and create high beneﬁts to customers.

ingly stringent customer standards at a
high level. Thus in the course of its corporate
development, GP focuses its work on the following
points of emphasis:

■

Intensive customer / supplier relationship

■

Faithfulness to deadlines

■

Quality

■

Thinking in terms of customer beneﬁt

■

Cost reduction

■

Improved organization of business processes

■

Development of employee potential and
leadership.

WALDRICH SIEGEN Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH:
Conversation with the customer in front of a headstock cast at GP

Customers‘ locations worldwide

Aluminium Norf GmbH: Inspecting backup rolls in the roll workshop

GP Central Themes
With innovations in products, processes and organization,
we will continue to prevail well into the future.

Our central themes for this are:

■

First-class performance for customers:
Products and service

■

Product innovations in
core business

■

Cooperative business relationships with suppliers

■

Motivated employees

■

Sound return on internal
investment

■

Safeguarding of business
operations

■

Promotion of employment.

Phone: +49 271 600
gproll@gontermann-peipers.de
gpcast@gontermann-peipers.de

www.gontermann-peipers.de

Gontermann-Peipers GmbH
Hauptstrasse 20
57074 Siegen, Germany

